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Fractal space hd apk obb

Live the memorable adventures of Fractal Space, a 3Dfirst adventure who plays role-playing and puzzle games in a beautiful science fiction universe! Will you solve the mystery of thisspace station and get out alive? This, my friend, is up to you... Hello dear friend, it's I.G. Welcome to my space station. Can you remember me? I can miss
you. I know you're he hesitation, you think it's another escape game or a portal like that, don't you? Believe me, if you're looking for a new journey with a unique story, you won't regret it. When this is over, you will be changed forever. It's time to enter Fractal Space. Grab your jetpack andtaser gun - we have work to do. HD EDITION ✔
exclusive LegendaryTaser 5-color ✔ Dynamic lighting and higher quality textures ✔ FullAndroid TV supports up to 4K UHD resolution (3840x2160 and4096x2160) ✔ Bonus: full soundtrack, wallpapers, alternative ending videos, 2 (coming soon) recordings ✔ Save crossover with Free Games using Google Play! KEY FEATURES ✔ The
first 3D role-playing experience: this game is about you - and no one else ✔When storytelling adventure - you won't be disappointed, even if it's on ✔ Jetpack: Fly Free and Explore the Space Station!✔ Make it personal: 15 skin colors to customize your Taser Gun! ✔, lasers, saws, crushers, portals... All my challenges are ready for you
rich ✔ Story: Secret recording to know more about meand many ending ✔ Console experiences: dear gamers, I'll let you play with most Bluetooth gamepads! ✔ Cloud Saves: Switches? Don't worry, I got you ✔: Don't worry, it will run smoothly. Prefer 60 FPS? Enjoy the graphics options! ✔ feelpowerful: Achievements and leaderboards for
speedrun and to show me - and the entire world - how great you are! TASER SKINSCUSTOMIZATION Change your Taser Gun structure skin, lasers, screens and impact colors separately! Find more color packs by exploring space and stations! JETPACK: ENJOY FLYING Defying the laws of physics and gravity by shooting your Jetpack
to fly freely through spaceand avoid the space station's deadly traps. You can't risk falling into the void - so use it wisely and make sure you have enough fuel to make your journey! PUZZLES: THINK BEFORE YOU ACT Solving fascinating brain puzzles! Complete minigames, use blocks to gain higher bases, go through portal teleporters,
navigate lightmirrors, search for clues to guess access codes... You will need your brain to solve the puzzle of Fractal Space! EXPLORE SPACE Explore space and collect hidden recordings - they'll help you solve puzzles and mysteries about the past, present, and future You. Get medical packages and ammunition to survive
thisadventure and exit the station. GAMEPAD SUPPORT Do you prefer gamepad controls for a console-like experience? No problem! Thegame is compatible with most gamepads! Gamepad! If your gamepad doesn't work, contact us and we'll add it for the next update! &amp;Achievements LEADERBOARDS Show the world you are a
puzzle mastermind by unlocking achievements and sharing your Fractal Spacespeedrun points with your friends! CLOUD SAVES Play on multiple devices using Google Play Games with cloud savesynchronization automatically! Save the cross between the free version and HD! PERMISSION - Camera: Used at a specific time for
enhancement. Can play without it. FOLLOW HAZE GAMES Keep intouch with my creators! They are a two-person indiestudio hard: - Website: - Twitter: - Facebook: - YouTube: Fractal Space HD (MOD, Все вета открыты) - очень интересная головоломка с отличной гразикой для Андроид,д, которая напомнит вам некоторые игры
с известных аналогов на компьтеры. Теперь с улучшенной графикой и оптимизированной под многие устройства. Исследуйте космическую станцию и решайте различные головоломки чтоб узнать что на самом деле случилось в данном месте. Taser charging and jetpack refueling. Are you ready for this space station? Live
the memorable adventure of Fractal Space, a first person role-playing 3D adventure and puzzle game in a beautiful science fiction universe! Will you solve the mystery of this space station and get out alive? This, my friend, is up to you... Hello dear friend, it's I.G. Welcome to my space station. Do you remember me? I can miss you. I know
you're heeding - you think it's an escape game or portal like that, right? Well, trust me, if you are looking for a new journey with a unique story, you will not regret it. When this is over, you will be changed forever. It's time to enter Fractal Space. Grab your jetpack and taser gun - we have work to do. HD EDITION ✔ 5 color Taser exclusive
colors ✔ Dynamic lighting and higher quality textures ✔ Full Android TV support up to 4K UHD resolution (3840×2160 and 4096×2160) ✔ Bonus: full soundtrack, wallpapers, alternative ending videos, 2 made recordings (coming soon) ✔ Cross-Save with Free Edition using Google Play Games! Fractal Space HD - explore each room of the
space station filled with different traps. The protagonist has come to the station to understand what happened here. Look for lost records and then you will reveal this puzzle. Along the way there will be a variety of obstacles, including lasers, moving blades and more. Activate various switches, use weapons Jetpack to overcome danger.
This weapon will allow you to remotely turn on some devices, and thanks to jetpack you can fly over difficult areas. Also collect first aid kits and ammunition, all this will help achieve the main goal. This is a great quality graphics and addictive gameplay that includes various puzzles. Download fromeGoogle Play Report Rating: Loading...
According to the US Хотите следить за обновлениями? При обновлении того прилоения получите оповение на email и увидите красный индикатор в верхнем правом углу. OK No Fractal Space HD - A first venture guide for Android devices. Discover the mysteries of this high-quality mysterious space station Walker will take you
into the atmosphere of a vast and mysterious space filled with adventures, puzzles, puzzles and challenging challenges. The action of the game is the first, and thanks to realistic graphics, high-quality animation effects and a truly streaming atmosphere of space, you can feel like a direct participant what is happening on the screen of your
Android device. High-quality 4K graphics design Navigate with jetpack, master distance calculation and fuel storage so you don't get lost in the guts of space. Explore the mysterious space station, filled with surprises, engage in a variety of puzzles and look for non-standard approaches to solving the difficulties that have arisen. The game
is compatible with most gamepads, which will make gameplay more enjoyable. Collect hidden records at the space station, search for clues, solve puzzles and unravel the mysteries of your hero's past. ту игру моно скачать в озизиальном Google Play Маркет. Whats new Chat with all your contacts - quick and easy Official Facebook
Messenger App All the best free apps you want on Android UC Browser Mini for Android Fastest browsing experience Great social networking always on your Android device Download wallpapers , ringtones and Fractal Space HD application - HD version of the popular three-dimensional puzzle game where you have to go to the space
station and try to unravel the mysteries of the research station, while simultaneously solving puzzles, completing missions and trying not to get into complex traps. At your own will be a variety of devices and devices that you will use in your journey. Journey.
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